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By use of matrix-based techniques it is shown how the space–bandwidth product (SBP) of a signal, as indicated
by the location of the signal energy in the Wigner distribution function, can be tracked through any quadratic-
phase optical system whose operation is described by the linear canonical transform. Then, applying the regu-
lar uniform sampling criteria imposed by the SBP and linking the criteria explicitly to a decomposition of the
optical matrix of the system, it is shown how numerical algorithms (employing interpolation and decimation),
which exhibit both invertibility and additivity, can be implemented. Algorithms appearing in the literature for
a variety of transforms (Fresnel, fractional Fourier) are shown to be special cases of our general approach. The
method is shown to allow the existing algorithms to be optimized and is also shown to permit the invention of
many new algorithms. © 2005 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 080.2730, 100.2000, 070.4560, 200.2610, 200.3050, 200.4560, 200.4740.t
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T. INTRODUCTION
s part of this paper we explicitly discuss more than ten
umerical algorithms1–11 known in the literature that de-
cribe different methods of calculating the output of opti-
al systems (including free-space propagation) given some
nput wave field. We begin our introduction by highlight-
ng this fact because it illustrates (a) the practical impor-
ance of these algorithms and (b) what appears to be the
omplexity of a problem that requires the derivation of so
any different numerical techniques. Clearly, the avail-
bility of stable fast numerical methods to carry out such
alculations are critically important and of general inter-
st.
Here we show that a relatively simple procedure can be
sed to derive all the previous algorithms. We also show
ow the existing algorithms can be interpreted and opti-
ized with our approach. Finally, we show that intimate
inks exist among the following three entities:
1. The optical system, its matrix representation, and
he corresponding linear integral transformation.
2. The Wigner distribution function (WDF) of the sig-
al and the signal’s space–Bandwidth product (SBP) as it
asses through the optical system.
3. The optimum numerical algorithm with which to
alculate the effect of such systems.
In overview the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
ion 2 we briefly discuss the WDF and its relationship to
he SBP and the Nyquist sampling criteria. In Section 3
e discuss the linear canonical transform (LCT) and its
ntegral and matrix definitions. We show how the SBP
aries following application of the LCT and how this
ariation can be determined automatically. In Section 4
e explicitly discuss the matrices and the variations of
he SBP for five common optical transforms, the Fourier1084-7529/05/050917-11/$15.00 © 2ransform (FT), the fractional Fourier transform (FRT),
he Fresnel transform (FST), the chirp modulation trans-
orm (CMT), and scaling. In Section 5 we give an overview
f the numerical algorithms available, and we represent
hese as matrices. We then discuss matrix decompositions
o that each of the matrices presented in Section 4 can be
ecomposed into a set of matrices that can be related di-
ectly to the numerical algorithms. In Section 6 we show
ow this methodology can be used to derive some well-
nown numerical algorithms that have previously ap-
eared in the recent literature. In total ten algorithms are
xamined, primarily for the calculation of the FRT and
ST. We show that all of these algorithms are special
ases of our general procedure for deriving LCT algo-
ithms. In Section 7 we invent a number of new algo-
ithms and discuss the possibility of future invention. In
ection 8 we offer a conclusion.
. WIGNER DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
ND SPACE–BANDWIDTH PRODUCTS
he WDF of a complex optical amplitude distribution (or
igner distribution chart) provides a graphical means of
imultaneously viewing the signal’s spatial and spatial-
requency distributions and is particularly useful for visu-
lizing localized signals.12–16 Wusx ,kd, the WDF of a sig-
al usxd, is defined in terms of this spatial distribution as
Wusx,kd = chusxdjsx,kd =E
−‘
‘
usx − j/2du*sx − j/2d
3exps− j2pkjddj, s1d
here k represents spatial frequency, * denotes complex
onjugation, and chusxdjsx ,kd denotes the WDF operator.
he real-valued WDF has double the number of dimen-005 Optical Society of America
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imensional WDF, while two-dimensional signals have
our-dimensional WDFs. The WDF is entirely
eversible13,17 with the exception of a constant phase fac-
or as shown in
usxdu*s0d =E
−‘
‘
Wusx/2,kdexpsj2pkxddk, s2ad
uus0du2 =EWus0,kddk. s2bd
n exactly equivalent definition of the WDF can be given
y using the FT of usxd, which we denote as Uskd, as fol-
ows:
Wusx,kd =E
−‘
‘
USk − j
2
DU*Sk − j
2
Dexpsj2pxjddj. s3d
n many practical problems it is assumed that a signal is
ounded within some finite region in both the spatial and
patial-frequency domains. The spatial extent W0 and the
requency extent B0 are defined
17 such that
usxd < 0, uxu . W0/2, s4ad
Uskd =E
−‘
‘
usxdexps− j2pkxddx < 0, uku . B0/2, s4bd
nd therefore the signal energy is negligible outside these
patial and spatial-frequency regions. For all signals dis-
ussed here W0 and B0 may also be defined as follows
17:
E
−W0/2
W0/2
uusxdu2dx = hE, s5ad
E
−B0/2
B0/2
uUskdu2dk = hE, s5bd
here h&1, and E represents the total signal energy:
E =E
−‘
‘
uusxdu2dx =E
−‘
‘
uUskdu2dk. s6d
he dual equality in Eqs. (5) follows from Rayleigh’s theo-
em. In Fig. 1(a) we show the WDF of a signal usxd in
hich the signal energy lies within a rectangular area.
he four corner coordinates that define the shape are
hown on the diagram. The signal usxd is completely de-
ermined if it is sampled equidistantly in x with sample
pace dx such that the Nyquist criterion is satisfied:
dx ł 1/B0. s7d
herefore the number of samples N required to describe
sxd completely is
N = W0/dx ø W0B0. s8d
learly, for the most efficient uniform sampling dx=1/B0
nd N=W0B0, the SBP of the signal. In general signals
ay have an irregularly shaped WDF, and one such case
s shown in Fig. 1(d). This shape is the result of applying
FST to the signal with regular WDF shown in Fig. 1(a).uch a signal can be fully described with a number of
amples less than the SBP,17 but this requires nonuni-
orm sampling in the space domain.
. LINEAR CANONICAL TRANSFORMS,
ATRICES, AND SPACE–BANDWIDTH
RODUCT
he LCT13,16,18 is a three-parameter class of linear inte-
ral transform and is defined as follows
ua,b,gsx8d = La,b,ghusxdjsx8d = exps− jp/4d˛bE
−‘
‘
usxd
3 expfjpsax2 − 2bxx8 + gx82dgdx, s9d
here a, b, and g are real transform parameters that are
ndependent of the x and x8 domain coordinates. This can
e further generalized to a five-parameter transform
nown as the special affine Fourier transform19,20
SAFT), in which the additional two parameters are shifts
n the spatial and spatial-frequency domain and have no
ffect on the numerics. The LCT is a unitary transform
nd includes as special cases the FT, the FST, the FFT,
nd the operations of scaling (magnification) and chirp
ultiplication (thin lenses). Optical systems implemented
y using an arbitrary number of thin lenses and propaga-
ion through free space in the Fresnel approximation, or
hrough sections of graded-index media, belong to the
lass of systems known as quadratic-phase systems9
QPSs). All QPSs can be described mathematically by us-
ng the LCT. In our formulation the wavelength factor has
een included as a part of a, b, and g. However, in most
ig. 1. WDF of a signal before and after different types of LCT
re applied to the signal: (a) WDF of the original signal, (b) WDF
f the signal after it has been Fourier transformed, (c) WDF of
he signal after it has been fractional Fourier transformed, (d)
DF of the Fresnel transformed signal, (e) WDF of the signal af-
er it has been chirp multiplied, (f) WDF of the magnified signal.
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s a parameter in the definition of the QPS, since it is
ommon to all three parameters. The effect of the opera-
or La,b,g on the WDF of the signal is
Wsx,kd → Wsax + bk,cx + dkd, s10d
here ad−bc=1, a=g /b, b=1/b, c=−b+ag /b, and d
a /b. This is equivalent to the following matrix transfor-
ation acting in phase space:
Fx8k8G = LFxkG = Fa bc dGFxkG = F g/b 1/b− b + ag/b a/bGFxkG .
s11d
hese matrices are unit determinant, implying a conser-
ation of area (energy) on the WDF chart. The matrices
re useful because the product of the composition matri-
es of two or more successive optical systems is the matrix
f the overall optical system.
We will show that these matrices can be used to derive
fficient algorithms for the numerical calculation of LCTs,
ut first we develop a formalism to calculate automati-
ally the SBP by using matrix algebra. In Fig. 2 we show
he WDFs of a signal and of its LCT. We have assumed
hat the signal’s energy lies within some arbitrary (asym-
etrical in x–k) four-sided shape that is defined by the
orner coordinates sx1 , k1d, sx2 , k2d, sx3 , k3d, and sx4 , k4d.
e can, in fact, take any number of such points and sides
o define the bounded area in which most of the signal’s
nergy lies. The spatial extent of the signal is W0, its
patial-frequency bandwidth is B0, and the number of
amples required, with uniform equidistant sampling, to
escribe the signal fully is N0=W0B0. After applying the
CT the shape changes. However, the bounded area, the
ounded energy, and the number of sides remains ther
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t
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A
name as a result of the affine nature of the LCT. The num-
er of samples now required to determine the trans-
ormed signal, with uniform equidistant sampling, is
iven by Nn=WnBn. With matrix algebra the change in
osition of each of the four coordinates defining the WDF,
nd thus Wn and Bn and subsequently Nn, can be found
imply as follows. Given
S = Fx1 x2 x3 x4k1 k2 k3 k4G , s12ad
he new corner coordinates are given by
S8 = LS = Fx18 x28 x38 x48k18 k28 k38 k48G
= Fax1 + bk1 ax2 + bk2 ax3 + bk3 ax4 + bk4cx1 + dk1 cx2 + dk2 cx3 + dk3 cx4 + dk4G ,
s12bd
here S and S8 are the corner coordinate matrices (CCM)
efore and after application of the LCT. The spatial extent
s clearly the maximum distance between any two of the x
oordinates, while similarly the spatial-frequency band-
idth is the maximum distance between any two of the k
oordinates. The spatial extent and the spatial frequency
an be automatically obtained from the CCM by using the
istances matrix D:
D = 3
1 1 1 0 0 0
− 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 − 1 0 − 1 0 1
0 0 − 1 0 − 1 − 1
4 . s13d
o illustrate this we find W0 and B0 of the original signal
nd define the extent vector E,E = FW0B0G = MaxuSDu = MaxFux1 − x2u ux1 − x3u ux1 − x4u ux2 − x3u ux2 − x4u ux3 − x4uuk1 − k2u uk1 − k3u uk1 − k4u uk2 − k3u uk2 − k4u uk3 − k4uG , s14dhere we have introduced the notation Max f−g to denote
he maximum element on each row. On the right-hand
ide of Eq. (14) we find the distance between each possible
air of coordinates in the x (top row) and the k (bottom
ig. 2. WDF of a signal with bounded signal energy (a) before
nd (b) after application of an arbitrary LCT.ow). The absolute value of each element is then calcu-
ated, giving a 236 matrix of positive elements. The
aximum value appearing in each of the two rows is de-
ermined, giving a 231 vector. On the left-hand side of
q. (14) the element in the top row is W0 and in the bot-
om row is B0. To calculate N0 we find the product of the
ranspose and the rotated extent vector as shown in Eq.
14), where R is the rotation matrix:
N0 =
1
2
ETRE =
1
2
fW0 B0gF0 11 0GFW0B0G = W0B0. s15d
fter application of the LCT the transformed signal has a
ew extent vector E :8
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= MaxFuasx1 − x2d + bsk1 − k2du uasx1 − x3d + bsk1 − k3du uasx1 − x4d + bsk1 − k4du uasx2 − x3d + bsk2 − k3duucsx1 − x2d + dsk1 − k2du ucsx1 − x3d + dsk1 − k3du ucsx1 − x4d + dsk1 − k4du ucsx2 − x3d + dsk2 − k3du G s16d
Fuasx2 − x4d + bsk2 − k4du uasx3 − x4d + bsk3 − k4du
ucsx2 − x4d + dsk2 − k4du ucsx3 − x4d + dsk3 − k4du
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narlier we noted that we can take any number of coordi-
ates and sides to define the bounded area in which most
f the signal’s energy lies. In relation to this, when the
DF is bounded by n sides (with n coordinates) the CCM
will be of dimension 23n, and the distances matrix D
ill be of dimension n3 soi=1
n−1id. Extension to more than
our coordinates is straightforward.
In many cases the original sampled signal (whose LCT
e wish to generate numerically) will occupy a regular
ectangular shape on the WDF such as that shown in Fig.
(a). This assumption is used in all of the algorithms1–11
n the literature. In this case the input CCM is
Fx1 x2 x3 x4k1 k2 k3 k4G = F− W0/2 W0/2 W0/2 − W0/2B0/2 B0/2 − B0/2 − B0/2G .
s17d
learly, however, this may not always be the case. An ex-
mple would be if the original signal were a Fresnel-
ransformed image for which uniform sampling was used
n the recording process. Such a signal would have a WDF
esembling that shown in Fig. 1(d). In this case we should
ot automatically assume the CCM given in Eq. (17) and
hould use whatever a priori knowledge is available to de-
ne the correct initial elements of the CCM. In Section 5
e will optimize the existing algorithms11–21 to allow for a
onrectangular initial WDF.
We note that if we do assume an initial rectangle with
he CCM defined in Eq. (17) and with the extent vector
=fW0B0 g, the extent vector of the signal resulting from the
CT would be
E8 = FWnBnG
= MaxFuaW0u ubB0 − aW0u ubB0u ubB0 + aW0uucW0u udB0 − cW0u udB0u udB0 + cW0uG .
s18d
he largest elements of the two rows in the matrix are
learly dependent on the values of a, b, c, and d (and
herefore on the parameters, a, b, and g of the LCT in
uestion). Once these maximum values are determined it
s then possible to calculate the number of equidistant
amples required to describe the signals fully.. COMMON TRANSFORMS AND CHANGES
N SPACE–BANDWIDTH PRODUCT
n this section we will look at some of the most common
orms of LCT and their effect on the shape of the WDF of
signal. This will allow us to determine the change in the
umber of equidistant samples required to describe the
ignal after these transforms have been applied. The re-
ulting information will later be applied to derive various
umerical algorithms with matrix algebra. We review five
ransforms, each of which describes an optical system.
irst, we examine the FT, which can be implemented with
single lens and two sections of free space.14 Second, we
xamine the FRT15,16,19,20, which has numerous applica-
ions and optical implementations. Next, we discuss the
ST,14 which corresponds to free-space propagation and is
eferred to as chirp convolution. Then we review chirp
ultiplication, which is realized optically by a thin lens.
ifth and finally, we discuss simple scaling or magnifica-
ion. Many QPSs can be implemented from combinations
f these systems (e.g., the first two can be composed from
he last three). We will not discuss the applications or op-
ical implementations of these transforms further but
roceed to present mathematical definitions and apply
he theory outlined in Section 3 to describe the resulting
hanges in the WDF and SBP.
The optical FT has the integral representation
Fhusxdjskd =E
−‘
‘
usxdexpS− j2p
lf
xkDdx, s19d
here l is the wavelength of light and f is the focal length
f the Fourier transforming lens. Application of the FT
auses a rotation of the WDF by p /2 rad. This is illus-
rated in Fig. 1(b), where we show the WDF of the Fourier
ransform of the original signal whose (rectangular sym-
etric) WDF, with spatial extent W0 and spatial-
requency bandwidth B0, is shown in Fig. 1(a). Defining
he FT in terms of the LCT parameters gives a=g=0, b
1/lf, and this gives
Fa bc dG = F 0 lf− 1/lf 0 G . s20d
he normalized FT matrix is given by the same matrix
etting lf=1. Let us apply the optical FT to a signal with
patial extent W0, a bandwidth B0, and N0=W0B0. The
ew extent vector is
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hich is true for any input CCM. The new SBP is
Nn = WnBn = lfB0
W0
lf
= W0B0 = N0. s22d
espite the change in the WDF there has been no change
n the SBP. The same number of samples can be used to
epresent the signal before and after application of the op-
ical or normalized FT regardless of the initial CCM.
The optical FRT has the integral representation
Fphusxdjsxpd =E
−‘
‘
usxdexpHj p
lq
F x2
tanspp/2d
−
2xxp
sinspp/2d
+
xp
2
tanspp/2d
GJdx, s23d
here q is called the standard focal length15 and is depen-
ent on the physical parameters of the optical FRT sys-
em, and p is the order of the FRT and defines the domain
p into which it transforms. The FRT is defined separately
or p equal to integer multiples of 2. When p=1 the FRT
educes to the FT, which is simply a special case. Applica-
ion of the FRT of a given order causes a rotation of the
DF by pp /2 radians.15 Such a rotation is illustrated in
ig. 1(c). We define the FRT in terms of the LCT in Eq. (9)
ith a=g=1/ flq tanspp /2dg and b=1/ flq sinspp /2dg.
hus the matrix for the FRT is
Fa bc dG = F cosspp/2d lq sinspp/2d− sinspp/2d/lq cosspp/2d G . s24d
he extent vector after application of the FRT can now be
alculated for any initial CCM [with the most general cor-
er coordinates sx1 , k1d, sx2 , k2d, sx3 , k3d and sx4 , k4d] by
ubstituting the known values into Eq. (15). The new SBP
an then be calculated with Eq. (14). For the general case
8 is algebraically cumbersome, so we do not define it ex-
licitly here. However, in the case of the initial CCM de-
ned by Eq. (16),
E8 = FWnBnG = F B0lqusinspp/2du + W0ucosspp/2duB0ucosspp/2du + W0usin spp/2du/lqG ,
s25d
nd the new SBP is given by
Nn = WnBn = N0 + s1/2dusinsppduslqB0
2 + W0
2/lqd.
s26d
rom Eq. (26) we can deduce that any rotation (when p is
ot an integer) of the WDF shown in Fig. 1(a) produces an
ncrease in the SBP and therefore an increase in the num-
er of samples needed to represent the signal after appli-
ation of the FRT. This is caused by changes in the spatial
xtent and spatial-frequency bandwidth. We note that the
alues of Wn, Bn, and Nn are periodic in p of period 1. For
n initial signal with a general CCM we find the new SBP
y using Eqs. (15), (16), and (24), and it is possible that
he number of samples we require will decrease.The third transform we deal with is the FST, which has
he integral representation
FSTzhusxdjsxzd =E
−‘
‘
usxdexpFj p
lz
sx2 − 2xxz + xz
2dGdx,
s27d
here z is the distance of propagation and xz is the output
resnel domain. Application of the FST of a given dis-
ance causes a horizontal shearing of the WDF in the
pace dimension (the amount of shearing dependent on
he value of z). This effect is illustrated in Fig. 1(d). De-
ning the FST in terms of the LCT gives a=g=b=1/lz
nd this gives the (upper triangular) matrix for the FST:
Fa bc dG = F1 lz0 1 G . s28d
he extent vector after application of the FST for the
ost general initial CCM is calculated by substituting the
nown values into Eq. (16). In the case of the signal
hown in Fig. 1(a) the new extent vector is
E8 = FWnBnG = FlzB0 + W0B0 G . s29d
he spatial extent increases as z increases, while the
andwidth is unchanged. The new SBP is
Nn = N0 + lzB0
2. s30d
he horizontal shearing of the WDF has increased the
BP and therefore increased the number of samples
eeded to represent the signal after application of the
ST. For the most general CCM the bandwidth will al-
ays remain constant at B0 but the spatial extent can in-
rease or decrease depending on the elements of the CCM.
The fourth transform is the chirp modulation trans-
orm (CMT), which describes the physical process of pass-
ng through a thin lens in the paraxial approximation. It
as the integral form
CMhusxdjsxd =E
−‘
‘
usx8dexpS− j p
lf
x82Ddsx − x8ddx8
= usxdexpS− j p
lf
x2D , s31d
here f is the focal length of the lens and d denotes the
irac delta function. Positive and negative values of f cor-
espond to positive and negative lenses, respectively. Ap-
lication of the CMT causes a vertical shearing of the
DF along the frequency axis. This effect is illustrated in
ig. 1(e). The effect of the CMT on the WDF is a direct
esult of the following property of the WDF13,16:
chusxdgsxdjsx,kd =EWusx,k − k8dWgsx,k8ddk8. s32d
rom this we can derive a lower triangular matrix for the
MT on the WDF (for a positive lens) as
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jnown values into Eq. (15). This is given explicitly in Eq.
34a) below since it is used often in deriving the later al-
orithms. In the case of the signal shown in Fig. 1(a) the
ew extent vector is presented in Eq. (34b).E8 = MaxF usx1 − x2du usx1 − x3du usx1 − x4du usx2 − x3duusx2 − x1d/lf + sk1 − k2du usx3 − x1d/lf + sk1 − k3du usx4 − x1d/lf + sk1 − k4du usx3 − x2d/lf + sk2 − k3duG s34ad
F usx2 − x4du usx3 − x4du
usx4 − x2d/lf + sk2 − k4duusx4 − x3d/lf + sk3 − k4du
G ,
E8 = FWnBnG = F W0B0 + W0/lfG . s34bdn the general case of Eq. (34a) the spatial extent remains
onstant while the bandwidth changes. In the case of Eq.
34b) the bandwidth increases and the shorter the focal
ength, the greater the increase in bandwidth. The new
BP will therefore increase and is given by
Nn = N0 + W0
2/lf s35d
he vertical shearing of the WDF has brought about an
ncrease in the SBP. This is entirely caused by a change in
he bandwidth and not in the spatial extent. As we de-
rease f, we increase the number of samples required to
escribe the CMT signal. For the most general CCM and
he extent vector of Eq. (34a), the spatial width will al-
ays remain the same. However, the bandwidth can
ncrease–decrease depending on the elements of the
CM, and there will be a corresponding increase–
ecrease in the number of samples required for the signal.
The final transform we consider in overview is scaling,
hich is also called magnification (demagnification) or
queezing and is typically realized in imaging
ystems.13,14,16 The scaling operation has the integral rep-
esentation
MMhusxdjsxd = ˛1/ME
−‘
‘
usx8ddsx − x8/Mddx8 = ˛1/Musx/Md,
s36d
here M is the magnifying factor of the imaging system
n question. M.1 corresponds to magnification and M
1 to demagnification. Scaling causes an elongation of
he WDF. The effect of demagnification is illustrated in
ig. 1(f). The matrix is derived by use of the following
efinition of the Dirac delta function13,16:
dsxd = lim
y→‘
Hy−1/2 expFjpSx2y − 14DGJ , s37d
nd is given byFa bc dG = FM 00 1/MG . s38d
he extent vector (regardless of the initial CCM) after
caling is
E8 = FWnBnG = FMW0B0/MG . s39d
he spatial extent scales by a factor of M as does the
andwidth. The new SBP therefore does not change, and
he same number of samples is needed to describe the sig-
al.
Nn = sMW0dsB0/Md = N0. s40d
In this section we have examined the effect of the FT,
RT, FST, CMT and scaling on the WDF. The resulting
hanges in the WDF change the SBP and therefore the
umber of uniform samples necessary to represent the
ignal satisfactorily. Applying this technique, we can now
ystematically sample in the input and output domains in
way that is intimately linked to the optical system. For
he FT and scaling we have deduced that there will be no
hange in the number of samples required in the input
nd output domains. This result is true for any initial
hape (CCM) of the WDF. However, for the FRT, FST, and
MT the initial CCM shape determines whether we need
o increase or decrease the number of samples required to
escribe the output signal.
. NUMERICAL PROCESSES AND THEIR
SSOCIATED MATRICES
n this section we discuss the numerical processes avail-
ble in the literature. In particular we discuss the FFT,
caling, and numerical chirp multiplication. We assign a
atrix representation to each of these three numerical
rocesses. These three tools are the only tools to simulate
he LCT. In Section 6 we will proceed to examine the sub-
ect of matrix decompositions, which will allow us to de-
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nto products of these three matrices, each of which cor-
esponds to the numerical processes that we can use.
The most widely used computational algorithm in opti-
al transform simulation is the FFT.21 The FFT has been
sed to calculate the FT,14 FRT,1–4 and FST.5–11 The FFT
s an efficient means of determining the discrete Fourier
ransform with N log N calculations instead of the N2 cal-
ulations that would otherwise be required. The savings
n the number of calculations is large if N is large. The
FT takes N input samples and outputs N samples that
re approximations to the sample values of the continu-
us FT of the original function. The matrix for the nor-
alized FT, f 0 1−1 0 g, can be numerically implemented
ith the FFT. Since the continuous FT has no effect on
he SBP, Eq. (22)—the FFT algorithm—efficiently maps
input samples (with sampling interval dx) to N output
amples (with sampling interval dk=1/Ndx). In each in-
tance in this paper where the FFT is used, we assume
hat a discrete function in the range −N /2łnłN /2−1 is
apped to a discrete function in the range −N /2łm
N /2−1. In general, for ease of computation the FFT
aps from the range 0łnłN−1 to 0łmłN−1. If such
n FFT algorithm is used, then we must wrap the output
unction around such that the last N /2 samples become
he first N /2 and vice versa, and we must also multiply
very odd sample by −1.
The scaling operation also has no effect on the SBP and
nvolves no additional computational cost. Therefore, it
ffects only the sampling intervals dx and dk in the x and
domains, i.e.,
dx → Mdx, s41d
dk → dk/M. s42d
hese changes in sampling intervals correspond to the
hanges in spatial extent and bandwidth shown in Eq.
38).
Numerical implementation of chirp multiplication is
omewhat more difficult. The matrix shown in Eq. (33) is
umerically implemented by multiplying each sample of
he discrete function by complex values as shown in rela-
ion (43), where −N /2łnłN /2−1:
fsndxd → fsndxdexpF− j2p
lf
sndxd2G , s43d
here dx=W0 /N. The CMT brings about a change in the
andwidth of the signal it operates on while it leaves the
patial extent unchanged. This results in a corresponding
hange in the number of samples required to describe the
ignals, which in turn depends on the elements of the
CM of the discrete function being operated on. In the
ase where CMT causes an increase in bandwidth (and
herefore a subsequent increase in the SBP and the num-
er of samples required to represent the signal), we ac-
ommodate by interpolating the input samples. If the
MT gives Bn=kB0 (and Nn=kN0), where k.1, we must
nterpolate or upsample by a factor of k. Interpolation can
e carried out with numerous methods,22 e.g., by using
wo FFT algorithms of size N . In the case where thenMT causes a decrease in bandwidth (and therefore a de-
rease in the number of samples required to represent the
ignal), we accommodate by decimating the input
amples. If the CMT gives Bn=kB0 (and Nn=kN0), where
,1, we must decimate or downsample by a factor of k.22
n the case where the new SBP is not an integer value we
hould round to the nearest integer so that interpolation–
ecimation may be applied.
In Section 6 we will show that algorithms to generate
CTs can be derived by using matrix decomposition in
hich we decompose the LCT matrix into a product of
caling, FT, and CMT matrices, each of which has numeri-
al implementations. To account for the changes in SBP
e must track the changes in the CCM, finding the new
xtent vector at each stage. This means that we must
rack the CCM as it passes through each component ma-
rix in the algorithm so that we know exactly what hap-
ens as it passes through the CMT matrix of interest. We
ote that in some cases it is possible that the CMT may
ctually reduce the SBP, for example when the CMT re-
erses the effect of an earlier CMT operation.
Thus far we have examined the numerical implemen-
ation of three types of matrices, corresponding to the FT,
caling, and chirp multiplication. We now apply the
heory of matrix decomposition to other types of matrices
hat match other types of LCT, such as the FRT and FST
nd finally the most general form of the LCT with arbi-
rary parameters. The goal is to decompose these more
omplicated matrices into products of the matrices exam-
ned in this section and then use their numerical imple-
entations.
. SYSTEMATIC GENERALIZATIONS AND
PTIMIZATIONS OF EXISTING
LGORITHMS
n this section we show that the existing algorithms used
or simulation of the FST, FRT, and LCT1–11 can be de-
ived efficiently by using our technique of matrix decom-
osition and tracking of the CCM and the extent vector
and therefore the SBP) as the signal passes through the
ecomposed matrices.
In the literature, there are restrictive conditions placed
n the accurate use of each of these algorithms. For ex-
mple, the direct method5,8 for implementing the FST is
ccurate for large distances z, and conversely the spectral
ethod5,8 for implementing the FST is accurate for small
istances. These conditions will not be listed here since,
n all cases, we show these conditions can be removed by
mploying interpolation and extrapolation. We show that
he various algorithms for implementation of the FST all
ive identical outputs if they are used correctly. The dif-
erence between them is the number of calculations used
nd the degree of interpolation and extrapolation re-
uired to obtain these results. The same conclusions ap-
ly to the various algorithms for calculation of the FRT.1–4
e also show that all the FRT algorithms can be made in-
ex additive.
The subject of matrix decomposition has been investi-
ated extensively in the literature.23–25 In the case of the
ptical FT the following decomposition is well known:
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herefore the optical FT can be numerically implemented
ith a single FFT algorithm followed by a scaling of the
utput-sampling interval; the number of calculations for a
iscrete input function of N samples is N log N.
The FST has a number of different numerical imple-
entations. The direct method5,8 can be derived by use of
he following matrix decomposition for the FST:
F1 lz0 1 G = F 1 01/lz 1GFlz 00 1/lzGF 0 1− 1 0GF 1 01/lz 1G
= M4M3M2M1. s45d
1 corresponds to a CMT and will induce a change in the
umber of samples required to describe the input function
0sndxd with N0 samples and a CCM S0, where dx
W0 /N0. The new number of samples N1 is found by us-
ng the new extent vector E1=MaxuM1S0Du [see Eqs. (12a)
nd (13)] and multiplying the elements of E1 , sW1 and B1d
ogether. We interpolate or decimate u0 depending on the
alue of N1. Next we multiply by the quadratic chirp fac-
or as shown in relation (43), where dx=W0 /N1, N1 /2
nłN1 /2−1, and f=−z. Next appears the matrix product
3M2, which corresponds to an optical FT whose imple-
entation has previously been discussed; the required
umber of samples remains N1. M4 is a second CMT, and
he number of samples changes to N4, which is calculated
rom the last extent vector E4=MaxuM4M3M2M1S0Du,
nd we apply interpolation or decimation as required [E4
s equivalent to that given in Eqs. (34)]. We multiply by
he quadratic chirp factor as shown in relation (43), where
x=W3 /N4, N4 /2łnłN4 /2−1, f=−z, and W3 is the first
lement of E3=MaxuM3M2M1S0Du, the extent vector after
pplication of the third matrix. We note that if only the
mplitude of the FST is required, we can neglect M4 since
t affects only the phase.
The next algorithm we deal with is the spectral method
or the calculation of the FST.5,8 The matrix decomposi-
ion is as follows:
F1 lz0 1 G = F0 − 11 0 GF 1 0− lz 1GF 0 1− 1 0G = M3M2M1.
s46d
1 is calculated with a single FFT algorithm, and the
umber of samples remains the same. M2 is a CMT, and
he number of samples changes to N2, which is calculated
rom the E2=MaxuM2M1S0Du; we apply interpolation or
ecimation as required. We multiply by the quadratic
hirp factor as shown in relation (43), where dx=W1 /N2,
2 /2łnłN2 /2−1, lf=1/lz, and W1 is the first element
f E1=MaxuM1S0Du, the extent vector after application of
he second matrix. Finally we apply a second FFT algo-
ithm to implement M3. If correct interpolation and deci-
ation are applied when implementing the direct and
pectral methods, both methods give identical results,
utputting the same number of samples with the same
alues. For small values of z, the direct method is numeri-
ally intensive because of the rapid oscillation of the chirp
actor and the subsequent need for large interpolation,hich can be seen on the WDF as a large vertical shear-
ng. In this case the last chirp factor causes decimation
nd reduces the number of samples. The spectral method
oes not undergo such dramatic interpolation–decimation
tages and is preferable for small z. For large z the re-
erse is true and the direct method becomes the preferred
ethod particularly in the case where we require only the
mplitude of the FST.
The Rhodes light tube method9,10 requires only a single
lgorithm for all z when implementing the FST. The ma-
rix decomposition is
F1 lz0 1 G = FM 00 1/MGF 1 01/lf2 1GF1 lzT0 1 GF 1 01/lf1 1G
= M4M3M2M1, s47d
here we have the conditions zT= f1+ f2, M=1−zT / f2, z
MzT, with f1 and f2 chosen arbitrarily. M1 is a CMT,
hich changes the number of samples. Taking S0 to be
he input CCM, the new number of samples N1 is found
y using the new extent vector E1=MaxuM1S0Du. We in-
erpolate or decimate depending on the value of N1. Next
e multiply by the quadratic chirp factor as shown in re-
ation (43), where dx=W0 /N1, N1 /2łnłN1 /2−1, and f
f1. Then we implement M2 using the spectral method al-
orithm, Eq. (46). M3 is a second CMT and the number of
amples changes to N3, which is calculated from E3
MaxuM3M2M1S0Du, and we apply interpolation or deci-
ation as required. We multiply by the quadratic chirp
actor as shown in relation (43), where dx=W3 /N3, N3 /2
nłN3 /2−1, f= f2, and W3 is the first element of E3
MaxuM3M2M1S0Du, the extent vector after application of
he third matrix. The fourth matrix M4 simply scales the
ampling interval. In Refs. 18 and 20 the initial CCM is
aken to be the rectangular one defined by Eq. (17) and f1
s taken to be W0 /lB0. The result is that the spatial width
f the signal does not change through M2, i.e., W2=W0,
nd thus the wave field remains inside the spatial “light
ube.” This method can be viewed as a numerical exten-
ion of the idea of superresolution.26–28 Once again, if cor-
ect interpolation and decimation are applied when
mplementing the FST by the direct, spectral, or light
ube method, all methods give identical results, output-
ing the same number of samples with the same values.
We have examined three algorithms for implementing
he FST. Now we deal with the FRT. A method for fast
mplementation of the optical FRT was presented in Ref.
. The corresponding matrix decomposition is
F cos f lq sin f− sin f/lq cos f G = 3 1 01
lq tan f
14
3Flq sin f 00 1/lq sin fG
3 F 0 1− 1 0G3 1 01
lq tan f
14
= M M M M , s48d4 3 2 1
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imilarity between this and the decomposition for the di-
ect method for the FST in Eq. (45). The discussion re-
arding the numerical implementation is identical in both
ases and will not be repeated. However, we note that for
mall orders, even though the FRT matrix will bring
bout only a small change in space bandwidth product,
1 will require a large interpolation, which is later offset
y M4, which in turn gives rise to a closely equivalent
mount of decimation. We note that if only the amplitude
f the FRT is required we can ignore the presence of M4
ince it affects only the phase.
A similar algorithm is derived in Ref. 1 for implemen-
ation of the normalized FRT. The matrix decomposition
s the same as Eq. (48), setting lq=1. To derive this algo-
ithm we apply the same argument as in the previous
ase.
In Ref. 2 an FRT algorithm is derived by substituting
hannon’s interpolation formula into the integral defini-
ion for the FRT, thus obtaining a convolution summation
hat can be calculated by the FFT. The matrix decompo-
ition for this algorithm is
F cos f sin f− sin f cos fG = F 1 0T − S 1GF0 − 11 0 GF 1 0− 1/S 1G
3F 0 1− 1 0GF 1 0T − S 1G
= M5M4M3M2M1, s49d
here S=1/sinspp /2d and T=1/tanspp /2d. The algorithm
erived in Ref. 2 is limited to the case where the input
unction is scaled such that the function occupies a circle
n the WDF. However, the matrix decomposition above of-
ers a novel interpretation of this algorithm and allows us
o extend its use to the more general case. M1 is a CMT
hat changes the number of samples. Once again we take
0 to be the input CCM, and we find the new number of
amples N1 by finding the new extent vector E1
MaxuM1S0Du. We interpolate or decimate u0 depending
n the value of N1 compared with N0. Then we multiply
y the quadratic chirp factor as shown in relation (43),
ith dx=W0 /N1, N1 /2łnłN1 /2−1, and f=1/lsS−Td.
ext we implement M2 with an FFT algorithm. M3 is a
econd CMT, and the number of samples changes to N3,
hich is calculated from E3=MaxuM3M2M1S0Du, where
e apply interpolation or decimation as required. We
ultiply by the quadratic chirp factor as shown in rela-
ion (43), where dx=W3 /N3, N3 /2łnłN3 /2−1, f=−S /l,
nd W3 is the first element of E3=MaxuM3M2M1S0Du, the
xtent vector after application of the third matrix. The
ourth matrix M2 is implemented with an FFT algorithm.
5 is a third CMT identical to the first. The number of
amples becomes N5, which is calculated from the last ex-
ent vector E5=MaxuM5M4M3M2M1S0Du, and we apply
nterpolation or decimation as required. We multiply by
he quadratic chirp factor as shown in relation (43), where
x=W4 /N5, N5 /2łnłN5 /2−1, f=1/lsS−Td, and W4 is
he first element of E4=MaxuM4M3M2M1S0Du. For small
rders M1 will require a large interpolation, which is later
ffset by M5. If only the amplitude of the FRT is required
e can M . Although it is not explicitly stated in Ref. 2,5his algorithm can also be used to implement the optical
RT in an identical manner with the same matrix decom-
osition setting S=1/lq sinspp /2d and T
1/lq tanspp /2d.
In Ref. 3 an algorithm is derived based on the Lohmann
ype II optical implementation of the FRT,15 which con-
ists of a lens of focal length f followed by free-space
ropagation of a distance z followed by a second lens of
ocal length f. For fractional order p, standard focal length
, and wavelength l we set f=q / tanspp /4d and z
q sinspp /2d. The matrix decomposition is
F cos f lq sin f− sin f/lq cos f G = F 1 0− 1/lf 1GF0 − 11 0 GF 1 0− lz 1G
3 F 0 1− 1 0GF 1 0− 1/lf 1G
= M5M4M3M2M1 s50d
t can be shown that Eqs. (49) and (50) are identical. This
eads us to an interesting conclusion: The algorithms
resented in Refs. 2 and 3 are essentially the same even
hough they are derived in very different ways, and the
umerical implementation of Eq. (50) is the same as that
or Eq. (49).
We conclude our discussion of FRT algorithms by mak-
ng three important points that concern all FRT algo-
ithms:
1. As stated in Refs. 2–4 FRTs of small order p will
ead to large amounts of interpolation and decimation in
ach of the algorithms, which can be avoided by carrying
ut the FRT algorithm for an order sp+1d and then apply-
ng an inverse FFT algorithm. The matrix decomposition
s
F cosspp/2d lq sinspp/2d− sinspp/2d/lq cosspp/2d G = F 0 − lq1/lq 0 G
3 F cosfsp + 1dp/2g lq sinfsp + 1dp/2g− sinfsp + 1dp/2g/lq cosfsp + 1dp/2g G .
s51d
q. (51) applies to the normalized (setting lq=1) and the
ptical FRT.
2. A desirable property of any FRT algorithm is that it
e invertible, i.e., applying the algorithm for order p and
hen applying it for order-p should recover the original
iscrete function. If the CCM is tracked through the ma-
rix decomposition such that we apply sufficient interpo-
ation and decimation, then the original discrete function
an always be completely recovered by carrying out the
nverse algorithm. However, it is important to retain the
CM at the end of the forward transform and use it as the
nput CCM for the second algorithm.
3. Another desirable property of any FRT algorithm is
hat it be index additive, i.e., applying the algorithm of or-
er p1 and then applying a second of order p2 should give
he same output as if we had applied a single algorithm of
rder sp1+p2d. If the CCM is tracked through the matrix
ecomposition of the first algorithm for order p1 and used
s the input CCM for the second algorithm of order p ,2
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ecimation are applied, then this property will exist.
Before proceeding we return briefly to our discussion of
ST algorithms. In Ref. 5 an algorithm for implementing
he FST for all distances z is derived that uses the FRT
lgorithm presented in Ref. 3. The matrix decomposition
s
F1 lz0 1 G = F1/cos f 00 cos fGF 1 0tan f/lq 1G
3 F cos f lq sin f− sin f/lq cos f G = M3M2M1, s52d
here q tan f=z. M1 is calculated with the algorithm de-
ned by Eq. (50). We note that if we were to calculate M1
ith the algorithm defined by Eq. (48), then Eq. (52)
ould be reduced to the direct method defined by Eq. (45).
fter implementing M1 the number of samples is N1. M2
s a CMT that again changes the number of samples. The
ew number of samples N2 is found by use of the extent
ector E2=MaxuM2M1S0Du. We interpolate or decimate
epending on the values of N1 and N2. Next we multiply
y the quadratic chirp factor as shown in relation (43),
here dx=W1 /N2, N2 /2łnłN2 /2−1, and f=−q / tan f.
he presence of M3 means that we change the sampling
nterval. If only the amplitude of the FST is required we
an ignore the presence of M2, since it affects only the
hase.
In Ref. 7 three algorithms are discussed for the numeri-
al calculation of FST when convergent illumination is
sed. The algorithm is represented by the decomposition
F1 lz0 1 GF 1 0− 1/lzc 1G = M2M1. s53d
1 is a CMT and we find the new number of samples N1
sing the extent vector E1=MaxuM1S0Du. We interpolate
r decimate appropriately. Next we multiply by the qua-
ratic chirp factor as shown in relation (43), where dx
W0 /N1, N1 /2łnłN1 /2−1, and f=zc. M2 is imple-
ented with M1S0 as the input CCM for one of the three
ST algorithms already defined in Eqs. (45), (46), and
52). Depending on the initial CCM the presence of the
onvergent illumination (i.e., M1) will lead to additional
nterpolation or decimation than when the FST algo-
ithms are used on their own.
We note that initially we may oversample the input
ata so that interpolation steps may be avoided at stages
hroughout the algorithm. This procedure has been used
n many of the existing algorithms. If this is used we
hould use two input CCMs—the CCM of the original
unction and the CCM of the oversampled function. The
wo CCMs may be compared at the different stages of the
lgorithm to see if further interpolation is required or if
ecimation may be applied at later stages in the algo-
ithm to reduce the number of calculations required.
. INVENTING NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS
OR THE LINEAR CANONICAL
RANSFORM
n this section we list two matrix decompositions for the
eneral LCT that lead to numerous algorithms based onhe methods discussed in Section 6. The first LCT decom-
osition is
Fa bc dG = F 1 0c/a 1GFa 00 1/aGF1 b/a0 1 G = M3M2M1.
s54d
1 represents a FST that can be implemented with any of
he FST algorithms previously discussed, and we note
hat it produces a change in the number of samples. We
ote that in general b will be modulated by l, and the
ST matrix will have the same form as those encountered
arlier. The presence of M2 means that we scale the sam-
ling interval. M3 is a CMT that again changes the num-
er of samples. The new number of samples N3 is found
ith the extent vector E3=MaxuM3M2M1S0Du. We inter-
olate or decimate depending on the values of N2 and N3.
ext we multiply by the quadratic chirp factor as shown
n relation (43), where dx=W2 /N3, N3 /2łnłN3 /2−1,
nd f=−a /lc. M3 can be ignored if we require only the
mplitude of the output.
The second LCT decomposition is
Fa bc dG = F 1 01/lf 1GFm 00 1/mGF cos f lq sin f− sin f/lq cos f G
= M3M2M1, s55d
here we set m cos f=a, mql sin f=b, and we choose f
uch that a /lf−sin f /mql=c. M1 represents an optical
RT and can be implemented with any of the FRT algo-
ithms previously discussed; again, there will be a change
n the number of samples. The presence of M2 means that
e scale the sampling interval. M3 is a CMT that changes
he number of samples. The new number of samples N3 is
ound with the extent vector E3=MaxuM3M2M1S0Du. We
nterpolate or decimate depending on the values of N2 and
3. Next, we multiply by the quadratic chirp factor of re-
ation (43), where dx=W2 /N3, N3 /2łnłN3 /2−1, and f=
a /lc. M3 can be ignored if we require only the amplitude
f the output. Many other possible matrix decompositions
xist, and all can be applied in a similar way.
. CONCLUSIONS
relatively simple and easily automated method is intro-
uced to track the space–bandwidth product (SPB) of a
ignal as it passes through an arbitrary quadratic-phase
ystem (QPS) and undergoes deformations of its Wigner
istribution function (WDF). Once the SBP can be auto-
atically tracked, the optimum uniform sampling neces-
ary to simulate the signal numerically at every stage in
he system can be found. Detailed knowledge of the SBP
volution allows the appropriate up (interpolation) or
own (decimation) sampling necessary to be easily identi-
ed.
We apply this method to examine and organize numeri-
al implementations of linear canonical transforms (LCT)
n the literature, in particular those for the Fresnel (FST),
ourier (FT) and fractional Fourier transforms (FRTs).
e clarify the relationships between the numerical algo-
ithms based on the decomposition of the total system
atrix in terms of the product of three types of matrices.
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B. M. Hennelly and J. T. Sheridan Vol. 22, No. 5 /May 2005/J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 927ach of the three matrices represents a particular optical
rocess and each appearance of a matrix results in a spe-
ific numerical operation in the resulting numerical algo-
ithms. The matrices correspond to Fourier transforma-
ion, magnification and chirp multiplication. In the
esulting numerical implementations they correspond to
he use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT), a change in
ampling spacing, and decimation–interpolation opera-
ions, respectively.
By applying this technique, we have shown how nu-
erical algorithms to simulate optical systems can be
sed most efficiently for any given input function, i.e.,
DF shape. We have demonstrated the ability to gener-
te numerical algorithms exhibiting additive and unitary
roperties. Finally, having clarified the link between the
atrix decompositions and numerical algorithms for
CTs, we provide a framework for the derivation of new
umerical algorithms.
We believe the results presented here provide a com-
lete description of numerical algorithms for QPSs. Fur-
hermore, the presented synthesis of optical system, sig-
al processing, and numerical algorithm concepts
rovides many potential benefits and insights.
Note added in proof: Recently an N log N algorithm
ased purely on the shifting properties of the LCT has
een proposed.29 This algorithm is independent of the
FT algorithm, and the matrix that represents it numeri-
ally is simply the ABCD matrix for the continuous LCT.
e are currently comparing this algorithm with those
isted in this paper.
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